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Convection in radial force fields is a fundamental process behind weather on the Earth and Sun,
as well as magnetic dynamo action in both. Until now, benchtop experiments have been unable
to study convection in radial force fields due to the inability to generate radial forces of sufficient
strength. Recently, it has been appreciated that sound, when averaged over many cycles, exerts a
force on density gradients in the gas it travels through. The acoustic radiation pressure on thermal
gradients draws cooler gas to regions with large time-averaged acoustic velocity and can be modeled
as an effective acoustic gravity. We have constructed a system which generates a high amplitude,
spherically symmetric acoustic wave in a rotating spherical bulb containing weakly ionized sulfur
gas. Without sound, the gas stratifies itself into an initial state with the warmest gas near the
center of the bulb, and the coolest gas near the bulb surface. When the sound is initiated, the
acoustic radiation pressure is not balanced and a convective instability is triggered. With high speed
videography, we observe the initial shape and growth rate of the most unstable mode at various
acoustic amplitudes. Acoustic and rotational forces both contribute to the detailed mode shape,
which changes qualitatively at low amplitudes where acoustic forces no longer surpass rotational
ones everywhere in the bulb.

INTRODUCTION

Convection in spherical, rotating, systems is funda-
mental to processes in stars and planets and is ubiquitous
throughout our universe. It partially determines, for ex-
ample, solar flares and space weather [1], granulation on
the sun’s surface [2], weather on the Earth, and magnetic
dynamo action in both [3, 4]. Convection experiments in
spherical systems with a radial force are difficult to real-
ize due to the challenges of arranging for a radial force
that overwhelms buoyancy (gravity) at the Earths sur-
face. To date, the only viable option has been the di-
electrophoretic force, which relies on strong alternating
electric fields and variations in a fluids dielectric constant
with temperature [5–8]. However, because of its inherent
weakness, experiments were forced into a microgravity
environment, with all associated challenges and expenses
[9–13].

Recent advances in generalizing acoustic radiation
pressure theory to encompass inhomogeneous fluids [14,
15] have found that sound exerts a non-zero, time-
averaged force on density gradients. In the simplest case
of an ideal gas, the leading order slow dynamics are de-
scribed by [14, 16],

∂

∂t
(ρ̄v̄)+∇ (ρ̄v̄v̄) = −∇P̄ eff− 〈v

2
1〉
2
∇ρ̄+ ρ̄g+η∇2v̄ (1)

where ρ̄, P̄ eff, v̄ are the time-averaged density, effective
pressure, and velocity respectively, g is a gravitational
field, 〈v2

1〉 is the time-averaged square of the acoustic
velocity, and η is the viscosity. Aside from a modifi-
cation of the pressure, the sound field, at second order,
leads to a pycnoclinic acoustic radiation force given by
−〈v2

1〉∇ρ̄/2. That this term leads to an acoustic gravity

gac = ∇〈v2
1〉/2 can be motivated by taking the curl of

equation 1 neglecting viscosity and convection to obtain,

∂

∂t
∇× (ρ̄v̄) =

[
g +∇〈v2

1〉/2
]
×∇ρ̄, (2)

and noting that ∇〈v2
1〉/2 generates vorticity in the same

manner as g. This argument is equivalent to that made
for thermovibrational [17] and dielectrophoretic [8–10]
forces, where, in particular, the force on dielectric gra-
dients −E2∇ε/2 for permittivity ε and electric field E
forms the basis of the “electrostatic gravity” ε∇E2/2 in
the microgravity experiments. In the case of acoustic
gravity, dense gas falls towards regions of high acoustic
velocity, and with a spherical standing wave, one can ar-
range for an acoustic gravity that points radially.

Herein we describe experiments on convective insta-
bility triggered by the turn-on of a radial acoustic grav-
ity field. Figure 1a is one frame of a high speed video
capturing the flow of hot sulfur gas immediately after
a spherical acoustic wave is excited in a 3 cm diameter
bulb that simultaneously rotates. The overlayed convec-
tion cells are axisymmetric and determined by studying
videos available in the supplementary material.

The sulfur gas is heated volumetrically by microwaves.
Sound is excited by amplitude modulating the mi-
crowave, and can briefly reach amplitudes that imply
an acoustic gravity field that is ∼ 1000× stronger than
Earth’s gravity [18]. As shown in figure 1b, the lowest
order spherically-symmetric acoustic mode has a velocity
profile similar to a half-sine wave with maximum (antin-
ode) at about half the bulb radius [19]. This means the
acoustic gravity of that mode has a profile similar to a full
sine wave, changing sign at the antinode. From the antin-
ode inwards (the inner zone), the gas is stably stratified
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FIG. 1. a) Convection cells driven by the radial “acoustic
gravity” of a spherical standing sound wave in a rotating sul-
fur plasma bulb. Direction of flow indicated by the stream-
lines has been extracted from high speed video available in
the supplementary materials. Cells are axisymmetric about
the rotation axis (vertical line centered in figure). The hexag-
onal pattern visible in the image is the shadow of the metal
mesh which forms the microwave cavity. b) The acoustic ve-
locity and effective gravity as a function of radius. Note that
the acoustic gravity changes sign at the velocity antinode,
which occurs at nearly half the bulb radius (dashed white
circle). Since the plasma is volumetrically heated internally
and is hottest at the center, the region inside of the antinode
is stable, while the region outside of the velocity antinode is
unstable. Convection in the outer zone is similar to Rayleigh-
Bénard convection in a time-varying, spherical, acoustic grav-
ity field.

with the hottest gas at the center. Conversely, the region
from the antinode outwards (the outer zone) is character-
ized by instability [18] best described as Rayleigh-Bénard
convection in a time-varying acoustic gravity field, but
with an internal source of heat and lacking one bound-
ary [20, 21]. Convection in the outer zone dramatically
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FIG. 2. Block diagram of microwave system which heats the
sulfur and generates sound. Amplitude modulation of the
microwave power generates sound waves inside the bulb. The
acoustic gravity of the standing sound wave destabilizes the
stratification of the quiescent bulb and the growth of the most
unstable mode is captured on high-speed video as a function
of microwave modulation depth.

increases thermal transport to the glass, resulting in a
frequency shift of the resonant mode [22], and measur-
ably hotter glass temperature [18].

This work focuses on the initial motion of the fluid
immediately after exciting the sound wave to better un-
derstand the most unstable, fastest growing convective
mode. We have observed the instability at various acous-
tic amplitudes at fixed rotation rate, and have identified a
transition in the modal structure at low amplitudes. We
interpret the transition in terms of a balance of acoustic
and rotational forces at the equator.

EXPERIMENT

A block diagram of the experimental system is shown
in figure 2. It has been described extensively in vari-
ous forms elsewhere [18, 23–25] and here we describe as-
pects specific to this work. The plasma bulb sits inside
a cylindrical microwave cavity made of hexagonal metal
mesh which simultaneously confines the microwave and
allows visualization of the convection. Initially, the sul-
fur plasma is heated by an unmodulated 2.45 GHz mi-
crowave signal amplified up to 2 kW by a solid state lin-
ear amplifier (Empower 2180) to a final molecular den-
sity of ∼ 2 × 1019 cm−3 and ∼ 10−5 ionization fraction
[26, 27]. Impedance matching is achieved with a 3-stub
tuner. Once quiescent conditions are reached, the acous-
tic resonance frequency of the bulb’s lowest order spher-
ically symmetric mode (near 30 kHz) is determined by
imposing a small ∼ 2% modulation depth and sweeping
the modulation frequency until the plasma is observed
to flicker [19]. The spherical symmetry of the acoustic
mode has been confirmed with direct observation [18]
and matching of the ultrasonic resonance spectrum with
theory [19]. The amplitude modulation is switched off
and the plasma is allowed to return to the quiescent
state. While off, the modulation frequency is set to match
the resonance and the modulation depth is increased to
40-100%. A high speed video camera (Vision Research
Phantom v2640) operating at 5000 frames per second be-
gins recording and the instability is triggered by reacti-
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FIG. 3. Top view of instability evolution indicates the insta-
bility is axially symmetric. The feature visible at the center
of the bulb in every frame is a pontil mark on the bulb from
glassblowing. Panels a-c and g-i are frames of high speed video
while panels d-f and j-l are false color images of the difference
in brightness from panel a. Red (blue) coloring indicates the
pixel value is lower (higher) than it was in panel a.

vating the modulation. The growth of the most unstable
mode is captured for various acoustic amplitudes at a
fixed bulb rotation rate of 17 Hz. Rotation of the bulb is
essential for achieving steady-state, quiescent conditions;
without it the plasma is chaotic, violently flickers, and is
prone to sudden extinction [28].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 3 and 4 show high speed video frames from
two distinct but analogous events viewed from the top
(along the rotation axis) and side respectively. The first
and third rows of each figure show the frames in actual
color while the second and fourth rows are false color im-
ages of the difference in pixel brightness from the first
frame. Panel a) in both figures shows the plasma in the
quiescent state before the acoustic gravity is initiated.
From the top view (figure 3) the flow is seen to be ax-
ially symmetric about the rotation axis. In panel 3b)
the luminous radius of the plasma has moved out leaving

FIG. 4. Side view of instability evolution. Panels a-d and i-l
are frames of high speed video while panels e-h and m-p are
false color images of the difference in brightness from panel a.
Red (blue) coloring indicates the pixel value is lower (higher)
than it was in panel a.

dimmer pixels near the center. A clear, dim ring encir-
cling the inner zone in 3c) indicates the outer zone has
inverted bringing the hot gas towards the glass and the
cooler gas towards the velocity antinode. Heat flows into
the glass leaving dimmer plasma in the outer zone (3g
and 3h), shifting the resonant frequency of the bulb, and
detuning it from the drive. By panel 3i), the acoustic
amplitude and acoustic gravity have decayed sufficiently
to allow the gas to heat back up to the quiescent state.
Viewing the event from the side, figure 4, elucidates the
polar angular structure of the flow. The outward motion
visible in 3b) and c) is outward flow at the equator. Also,
there is outward flow at the poles and mid-latitudes (at
about 45◦) with the return flow between. The outward
plumes form an 8-pointed star seen in panel 4c), some of
which evolve into mushroom shaped features after inter-
acting with the glass in panel 4d). Panels 4i)-l) show the
cooling and recovery. The inner zone is distinctly visible
as a bright, unmoving ball once the outer zone cools, as
in figures 3h and 4d.

The axisymmetric convection cells we observe are sim-
ilar in character to those predicted for thermal convec-
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FIG. 5. Timescales of convection onset are extracted from the
top view high frame rate videos by finding the radius of circles
where the brightness drops below a threshold value over time
and fitting exponentials (dashed black curves). Each color
is a different threshold, with inner contours corresponding to
higher thresholds (brighter pixels).

tion in spherical shells with normal gravity [29], and in
planar systems with acoustic gravity [16]. The linear
theory for the modes with spherical acoustic gravity has
not been developed. Consistent formation of outward
plumes at the poles and equator implies spherical sym-
metry has been sufficiently broken to pin the orientation
of the mode. Rotation of the bulb can give a preferred
direction, as can asymmetry in the quiescent state due to
Earth’s gravity, asphericity of the bulb itself, wobble of
the rotation axis, or small amplitudes of other acoustic
modes.

Extraction of the mode’s growth time is facilitated by
the symmetry of the flow when viewed from the top. An
algorithm processes the videos by finding the brightness
of pixels as a function of the distance from the plasma
center, which is a monotonically decreasing curve at early
times. It then finds the radius at which the plasma
brightness drops below a set threshold. Plotting these
radii over time for various thresholds or, equivalently,
initial position, gives the curves in figure 5. Since the
growth time of a convection mode does not vary in space,
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FIG. 6. Although the growth times of the convective modes
at 40% and 80% modulation depth are similar, their shape is
qualitatively different. This difference is due to a change in
the balance of rotational and acoustic forces.

each curve must have the same time constant. To en-
sure this, a least squares fit is done simultaneously to all
curves, forcing their time constants to be equal. The re-
sulting fits are the dashed black curves overlaid on the
data. The growth time constants are 1.9 ms, 2.8 ms, and
3.0 ms for 100%, 80%, and 40% modulation depth re-
spectively.

Acoustic gravity and the convective growth rate (in-
verse time constant) are expected to scale with the square
of the acoustic amplitude, or square of the modulation
depth [16]. The ratio of the time constants of the 80%
and 100% modulation depth runs, 1.9 ms/2.8 ms≈ 0.68,
is within 7% of the predicted scaling 0.82 = 0.64. This
scaling does not hold between 40% and 80%, which have
very similar growth times. A qualitative change is ob-
served in the shape of the mode when the modulation
depth is increased from 40% to 80% as shown in figure
6. At 80% modulation depth, the polar, equatorial, and
mid-latitude plumes are all clearly visible. But at 40%
modulation depth, only the polar plume is distinct. Fig-
ure 5c shows that although there is some outward motion
at the equator, the extent of the motion is greatly reduced
compared to that shown in figure 5b for 80% modulation
depth.

This evidence suggests that we are observing a
crossover in convection regimes where different forces are
dominant. At 80% and 100% modulation depth, acoustic
gravity overwhelms rotational forces and the shape of the
mode is mainly determined by the spherical force field.
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At 40% modulation depth, the acoustic gravity is weak
enough where centripetal forces at the equator surpass
acoustic ones and suppress the equatorial plume.

CONCLUSION

The relevance of our experiment to planetary or stel-
lar convection is determined by the dimensionless fluid
parameters of our system. Equation 1 may be non-
dimensionalized according to r = Rr∗, v = χ

Rv∗, ρ̄ =

ρwρ̄
∗, τ = R2

χ τ
∗, and 〈v2

1〉 = v2
rmsv

2∗
1 (r∗) where R is the

bulb radius, χ is the thermal diffusivity, ρw is the den-
sity at the glass, vrms is the root-mean-squared acoustic
velocity, and the starred parameters are dimensionless.
We have replaced the thermal scale here with a density
scale which is more natural for our system. The result-
ing non-dimensional parameters are the Prandtl num-
ber Pr= η/(ρwχ) ' 0.15, gravitational Rayleigh number
Rag = gR3ρw/(ηχ) ' 5600, and acoustic Rayleigh num-
ber Raac = v2

rmsR
2ρw/(2ηχ) ' 3 × 106. Centripetal

forces compared to Earth’s gravity are parametrized by
the Froude number Fr= Ω2R/g ' 17 or the acoustic
Froude number Frac = 2Ω2R2/v2

rms ' 0.026, where
Ω is the rotation rate. The strength of the Corio-
lis force is parametrized by the Ekman number Ek=
η/(2ρwΩR2) ' 6 × 10−4. These were evaluated with
R = 15 mm, Ω = 2π × 17 Hz, v2

rms ' (20 m s−1)2/2,
η/ρw ' 3× 10−5 m2 s−1, χ ' 2× 10−4 m2 s−1 estimated
from data in [18, 19]. Our peak acoustic Rayleigh number
is greater than what is reported for GeoFlow [9, 30]. Al-
though these values can be simulated [31], there is a route
to upscaling this phenomenon. The plasma is excited via
its absorption of the externally applied microwave field.
Under the right conditions, the phase of the oscillating
absorption coefficient provides a source of gain which will
spontaneously amplify and sustain the sound field in the
presence of convection [32].

This experiment captures some notoriously difficult as-
pects of convection. Namely, it is a bench-top system ca-
pable of driving thermal convection in a spherical force
that overpowers Earth’s gravity. The system rotates and
is internally heated. It has a factor ∼ 2 change in den-
sity between the inner and outer limits of the unstable
region, going far beyond the Boussinesq approximation
into the compressible regime [33]. The effective gravity
of the acoustic mode changes sign at about half of the
bulb radius, and divides the bulb into stable and unsta-
ble regions. Further, the plumes in the outer zone trans-
port angular momentum and likely result in some amount
of differential rotation. Although this experiment does
not exhibit relevant magnetic fields, these features are
thought to play a key role in the solar tachocline and the
sun’s magnetic cycle. Finally we note that on the long
time scale, the processes discussed here lead to a noisy
‘steady state’ which is representative of conditions that

accompany blackout in communication with re-entry and
hypersonic vehicles [23].
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